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HALLÁS UTÁNI SZÖVEGÉRTÉS - LISTENING 

TASK 1 (In this task, the important thing is whether or not the student has answered the 

question. The exact wording is not that important, as long as the key information – highlighted 

in bold – is present.) 

1. The need for/lack of batteries or electricity/power supply. 

2. To the one/the mechanism in an old-fashioned wind-up clock. 

3. In different children’s toys like small toy cars. (One of the two is enough.) 

4. A/The spring. 

5. That it used no batteries and did not need any electricity to run it. 

6. Because they were not convinced of // could not see its commercial value. 

7. It was featured // They featured it on one of their programmes/the BBC programme ‘Tomorrow’s 

World’. 

8. He/They gave/granted/provided funding/money for the production of // to produce the radios. 

9. He set up a factory in Cape Town in South Africa that manufactured clockwork radios. 

10. The steam engine, the television/TV, the jet engine and the world wide web/www. (All four are necessary 

for awarding a point here.) 

 

TASK 2 (1 point for each correct answer – AB, of course, counts as one correct answer.)  

11. AB 

12. A 

13. B 

14. A 

15. A 

16. AB 

17. AB 

18. B 

19. A 

20. A 

 

TASK 3 (Only these words and no synonyms are acceptable in this task.) 

21. firearms attack 
22. unlikely event 

23. straightforward advice 

24. safest/best option 

25. belongings behind 

26. escape routes 

27. dead ends 

28. physical barrier 

29. give away 

30. immediate threat 

31. sudden movements 

32. hostages (or) casualties 
 

MAXIMUM SCORE: 32 POINTS 
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PONT-ÁTSZÁMÍTÁS A HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE TESZTHEZ, 2017-2018 

II. KATEGÓRIA 

NYERS KONVERTÁLT PONTSZÁM 

32 32 

31 30 

30 28 

29 26 

28 24 

27 22 

26 20 

25 18 

24 16 

23 14 

22 12 

21 10 

20 8 

19 6 

18 4 

17 2 

≤16 0 
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NYELVHASZNÁLATI TESZT – USE OF ENGLISH 

TASK 1  (1 point each) 

 

1)  mole 

2)  coach 

3)  tie 

4)  bust 

5)  chip 

 

 

 

 

TASK 2  (1 point each) 

 

1)  B 

2)  A 

3)  C 

4)  B 

5)  A 

6)  C 

7)  C 

8)  B 

9)  C 

10)  B 

 

 

 

 

TASK 3  (1 point each) 

 

1)  D 

2)  B 

3)  A 

4)  B 

5)  D 

6)  A 

7)  C 

8)  B 

9)  A 

10)  B 
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TASK 4  (1 point each) 

 

1)  B 

2)  A 

3)  C 

4)  C 

5)  A 

6)  B 

7)  A 

8)  A 

9)  C 

10)  A 

 

 

TASK 5  (1 point each) 

 

1)  C 

2)  B 

3)  C 

4)  C 

5)  D 

6) B 

7) A 

8) A 

9) D 

10) C 

 

TASK 6  (1 point each) 

 

1) hit it off 

2) owned up to 

3) gone back on 

4) pop round 

5) chips in 
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OKTV 2017–2018 TAPESCRIPT 
 

II. KATEGÓRIA 

 

TASK 1 

 
In 1993, British inventor Trevor Baylis watched a program about the spread of AIDS in 

Africa, which mentioned that in many regions radio was the only available means of 

communication, but the need for batteries or electricity made them too expensive or too 

difficult to use. There was a need for an educational tool that did not require electricity. 

It was the word ‘need’ that attracted Trevor Baylis’s attention. Need is a key word for 

an inventor and he rose to the occasion. In his workshop at home he experimented with a 

mechanism like the one in an old-fashioned wind-up clock and a small radio. The clockwork 

mechanism itself was actually not a new invention. This mechanical system was used quite 

extensively as early as the Victorian age and it was still used in different children’s toys like 

small toy cars only a few years ago. He found that if the clockwork was used as a generator, it 

would supply enough electricity to power the radio. The addition of a clockwork mechanism 

meant that a spring could be wound up like a clock or a toy and that as the spring unwound, 

the radio would play for a relatively long time. His first working prototype ran for 14 minutes 

on a two minute wind. What was innovative about this extremely clever wind-up radio was 

the way in which Baylis used this simple but effective means of creating electricity to help the 

people of the Third World by developing a radio that used no batteries and did not need any 

electricity to run it. Trevor Baylis had invented a clockwork or wind-up radio! 

Trevor Baylis tried to promote his invention, but manufacturers were not convinced of 

its commercial value at first. After many rejections, however, he got lucky. In April 1994 the 

invention was featured on the BBC programme ‘Tomorrow’s World’. The product’s potential 

was immediately recognized by a South African businessman Rory Stear. When the details of 

the invention were broadcast over a Johannesburg radio station, Hylton Appelbaum, head of 

The Liberty Life Group, heard the broadcast and was also impressed by the importance the 

technology had to South Africa, a country where the vast majority of people are rural, poor, 

and do not have access to electricity. With funding from Liberty Group, Rory Stear set up a 

factory in Cape Town in South Africa, and shortly afterwards production of the radio began. 

The invention was personally supported by the President of South Africa, Nelson Mandela. 

Earlier this year the wind-up radio was named by the Radio Times as one of the 50 

greatest British inventions of all time, along with the steam engine, the television, the jet and 

the world wide web. 

 
Források: Adapted from https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/9875026/Trevor-

Baylis-Ive-wound-up-broke-despite-inventions.html és 

http://acfdesigntech.pbworks.com/w/file/fetch/103526041/Topic%205%20Overview%201.pdf 

 

 

TASK 2 

 

Mark Zuckerberg has a lot on his plate. The 33-year-old runs Facebook, the social media 

giant with a market value of $433 billion. It's not surprising that the tech CEO has quite a lot 

to do throughout the day. That being said, Zuckerberg still makes the time to exercise, travel 

extensively, and spend time with his family. He stays productive and balanced by eliminating 

non-essential choices from his life and setting ambitious goals for himself. 

Here's a look at an average day for Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg: 

After waking up at 8 a.m. in his Palo Alto home, the Facebook founder immediately 

checks Facebook, Facebook Messenger, and WhatsApp on his phone, he told Jerry Seinfeld in 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/9875026/Trevor-Baylis-Ive-wound-up-broke-despite-inventions.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/9875026/Trevor-Baylis-Ive-wound-up-broke-despite-inventions.html
http://acfdesigntech.pbworks.com/w/file/fetch/103526041/Topic%205%20Overview%201.pdf
http://markets.businessinsider.com/stock/FB-Quote
https://medium.com/startup-grind/choice-minimalism-why-mark-zuckerberg-wears-the-same-thing-every-day-2f132f1b5706
https://medium.com/startup-grind/choice-minimalism-why-mark-zuckerberg-wears-the-same-thing-every-day-2f132f1b5706
https://www.inc.com/joel-comm/top-4-lessons-for-productivity-on-steroids-according-to-mark-zuckerberg.html
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a Facebook Live Q&A. Once he's gotten his morning updates, it's time to work out. 

Zuckerberg typically exercises about three times a week. Sometimes he brings his dog Beast 

along. The tech CEO says running with his pet has the "added bonus of being hilarious" 

because it's "basically like seeing a mop run." Beast is a Hungarian sheepdog with quite an 

impressive coat. 

Zuckerberg's not too picky about what he eats for breakfast. He'll usually just digs into 

whatever he's feeling that day. He doesn't like to waste time on small decisions. That's also 

why he wears the same thing almost every day. Zuckerberg's work uniform consists of jeans, 

sneakers, and a gray t-shirt. When asked about his wardrobe in 2014, he told the audience: "I 

really want to clear my life to make it so that I have to make as few decisions as possible 

about anything except how to best serve this community." 

Zuckerberg puts in 50 to 60 hours a week at Facebook, but he thinks about the social 

media platform constantly. "I spend most of my time thinking about how to connect the world 

and serve our community better, but a lot of that time isn't in our office or meeting with 

people or doing what you'd call real work," he told CNN. Earlier this year, The Verge 

reported that Zuckerberg has some help managing his own social media channels. A squad of 

12 employees helps him eliminate inappropriate comments and post updates on his Facebook 

page. 

When he's not working, Zuckerberg spends some time expanding his mind. He's 

learning Mandarin Chinese. He also tries to tackle as many books as he can — in 2015, he 

challenged himself to read a new book every two weeks. Zuckerberg's daily schedule tends to 

vary more on his frequent travels. He's met all sorts of big names, including world leaders like 

Pope Francis, US President Barack Obama, and celebrities like his personal friend Vin Diesel. 

Recently, Zuckerberg embarked on several trips around the US, prompting some to 

speculate that he's interested in a future career in politics. Whether he's traveling or working, 

Zuckerberg also spends time with his wife, Dr. Priscilla Chan, and his daughter, Max. He took  

a two-month parental leave from Facebook after she was born in December 2015. In March 

2017, the couple announced that they are expecting another daughter. 

 
Forrás: The Huffington Post http://www.businessinsider.com/mark-zuckerberg-daily-schedule-2017-

6/#after-waking-up-at-8-am-the-facebook-founder-immediately-checks-facebook-facebook-messenger-

and-whatsapp-on-his-phone-he-told-jerry-seinfeld-in-a-facebook-live-qa-1 

 

TASK 3 

 

Holidaymakers should learn what to do in the event of a terror attack abroad, in the same 

way they watch airplane safety videos before take-off, police have said. Counter terrorism 

authorities have urged holiday travellers to watch a new government film containing tips on 

how to survive a terrorist incident. The four-minute film depicts a firearms attack in a hotel 

and gives advice on what people should do if they are caught up in such an attack. Let’s listen 

to the soundtrack and try to learn from their tips. 

Firearms and weapons attacks are thankfully rare, however, in the unlikely event of an 

attack, being prepared and knowing how to respond is important and may save lives, so we’ll 

give you simple and straightforward advice on what to do if an attack occurs. It’s an 

opportunity to plan your response, minimise the risk, and stay safe. 

If you hear gunshots, think about your safest option. If there is a safe route, run. (You 

have to get out of here now!) This is the best option. Act quickly. (No, leave the bag, please!) 

Leave belongings behind and insist others go with you. (Go on, go on, go on, this way!) Don’t 

let their indecision slow you down. (Leave the building immediately!) Once you identify a 

safe route, run. Make sure your route doesn’t put you in the line of fire. Consider your exits 

and escape routes. If your escape route is no longer safe, find an alternative. Avoid dead ends 

and bottlenecks.  

http://www.businessinsider.com/mark-zuckerberg-daily-schedule-2017-6/%23after-waking-up-at-8-am-the-facebook-founder-immediately-checks-facebook-facebook-messenger-and-whatsapp-on-his-phone-he-told-jerry-seinfeld-in-a-facebook-live-qa-1
http://www.businessinsider.com/mark-zuckerberg-daily-schedule-2017-6/%23after-waking-up-at-8-am-the-facebook-founder-immediately-checks-facebook-facebook-messenger-and-whatsapp-on-his-phone-he-told-jerry-seinfeld-in-a-facebook-live-qa-1
http://www.businessinsider.com/mark-zuckerberg-daily-schedule-2017-6/%23after-waking-up-at-8-am-the-facebook-founder-immediately-checks-facebook-facebook-messenger-and-whatsapp-on-his-phone-he-told-jerry-seinfeld-in-a-facebook-live-qa-1
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If you can’t move to safety, then hide. The best places to hide with protection from 

gunfire, will have a solid physical barrier between you and the attacker. Lock yourself in and 

move away from the door. Barricade yourself in if you can. Turn your mobile phone to silent 

and switch off vibrate. Stay as quiet as possible. Don’t shout or do anything that could give 

away your hiding place. 

If your escape route is still safe, get as far away from the danger area as you can. Only 

when you are safe, call the police. Tell them clearly where the attack is happening, where 

your are, how many attackers you have seen. When the police arrive, they will be armed. 

They will deal with the immediate threat first to prevent further casualties. This could take 

some time. The police may be unable to distinguish between you and an attacker. (Armed 

police, stand up! Put your hands up! Keep your hand on your hand … walk towards me!) 

They may treat you firmly. Do everything they tell you to. (Walk towards me, keep your head 

down!) Don’t make any sudden movements or gestures that could be seen as a threat. Stay 

calm. Don’t shout or wave and keep your hands visible so they can see that you’re unarmed. 

(One of them went towards the hotel…) The police may ask for details about the building, the 

attackers, any hostages and casualties. Only when the threat has been neutralised will you be 

evacuated to safety. (Keep running! This way! Keep running! Keep your head down!)  

These kinds of attacks are rare, but having a plan, knowing how to respond and being 

prepared, will help you stay safe and could save your life. 

 
Forrás: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/07/10/holidaymakers-given-new-run-hide-tell-advice-

survive-terrorist/ 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/07/10/holidaymakers-given-new-run-hide-tell-advice-survive-terrorist/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/07/10/holidaymakers-given-new-run-hide-tell-advice-survive-terrorist/


OKTV WRITING TASKS – RATING SCALE 

 

 TASK ACHIEVEMENT COHERENCE AND COHESION GRAMMAR AND SPELLING VOCABULARY 

7  Task fully elaborated 

 Contains relevant and original thoughts 

 Meets text type requirements  

 

 Clear, logical organisation of ideas 

 Fully cohesive on paragraph level 

including appropriate introduction and 

conclusion 

 Excellent sentence level cohesion 

 Wide range of appropriately used linking 

devices 

 Wide range of structures 

 Accurate use of structures  

 Accurate spelling and punctuation 

 

 Sophisticated use of extensive 

range of vocabulary 

 Accurate use of vocabulary 

including collocations and 

expressions 

 Fully relevant vocabulary 

 

6     

5  Task mostly elaborated 

 Contains some irrelevant parts 

 Meets text type requirements with some 

inconsistencies 

 

 Mostly logical organisation of ideas 

 Appropriate introduction and conclusion 

with some paragraph level cohesion 

 Good sentence level cohesion  

 Good range of linking devices, 

occasionally used inappropriately 

 

 Good range of structures  

 Occasional minor mistakes that do not 

hinder communication 

 Mostly correct spelling and punctuation 

 

 Natural use of good range of 

vocabulary 

 Occasional minor mistakes that 

do not hinder understanding  

 Mostly relevant vocabulary 

 

4     

3  Task only partly elaborated 

 Contains many irrelevant parts and 

unimportant details 

 Many inconsistencies in text type 

 

 Ideas often not logically organised 

 Introduction or conclusion is missing with 

frequent lack of paragraph level cohesion 

 Some sentence level cohesion  

 Limited range of linking devices OR 

linking devices often used inappropriately 

 

 Limited range of grammatical structures 

 Many minor mistakes OR some major 

mistakes 

 Persistent spelling and/or punctuation 

mistakes 

 

 Limited range of vocabulary 

 Occasional major and minor 

mistakes sometimes hindering 

understanding 

 Occasionally irrelevant 

vocabulary 

2     

1  Task not elaborated, only one or two 

details mentioned 

 Mostly irrelevant parts 

 Inconsistent text type 

 

 No logical organisation of ideas 

 No paragraphs at all 

 Mostly inaccurate sentence level cohesion 

 No linking elements OR linking devices 

mostly used inappropriately  

 

 No range of structures 

 Frequent mistakes that hinder 

communication  

 Frequent incorrect spelling and 

punctuation 

 No range of vocabulary 

 Frequently inaccurate 

 Frequently irrelevant 

vocabulary 

 

 

0  No assessable language OR 

 Task misunderstood OR 

 Less than half the required length  

 If Task Achievement is ‘0’, award ‘0’ 

overall. 

 

 If Task Achievement is ‘0’, award ‘0’ 

overall. 

 

 

 If Task Achievement is ‘0’, 

award ‘0’ overall. 

 

 

 Awarding of points: to achieve (for example) 7 points in a category, all the requirements detailed in that box must be met. Marks for the 

‘blank’ bands (i.e. 6, 4 and 2) will be awarded when the requirements are met from a combination of the upper and lower bands.  

 Written work will be assessed by two independent markers.        


